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Abstract: We study the cyclic cocycles of degree one on the Grassmam: algebra and on
the super-circle with N supersymmetries (i.e. the tensor product of the algebra of functions
on the circle times a Grassmann algebra with N generators). They are related to central
extensions of graded loop algebras (i.e. super-Kac-Moody algebras). The corresponding
algebras of super-derivations have to be compatible with the cocycle characterizing the extension; we give a general method for determining these algebras and examine in particular
the cases N = 1,2,3. We also discuss their relations with the Ademollo et al. algebras,
and examine the possibility of defining new kinds of super-conformal algebras, which, for
N > 1, generalize the N = I Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz algebra.
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1. Introduction
Supersynunetries in physics have brought the study of graded commutative algebras
and graded Lie algebras to the forefront of the arena of theoretical physics in the last 10
years and have also triggered a revival of their interest in pure mathematics. Infinite dimensional Lie algebras and in particular Kac-Moody algebras have also shown their usefulness
in quantum field theory, in particular in the realm of two dimensional models and in string
theory. The study of supersymmetric string theories leads therefore to the introduction of
infinite dimensional super-algebras (from now on, we will use mostly the adjective "super"
rather than the traditional "^-graded" qualifier used by most mathematicians). As it is
usually the case in physics, "matter-fields" take their values in a representation space of
an algebra (or of a group). What happens here is that most interesting representations
happen to be projective representations (they transform correctly only up to a phase); this
means that they are genuine representations of a central extension of the algebra. This
situation was already recognized in the early days of quantum field theory (presence of
Schwinger terms) and has been illustrated many times under different names since. For
example, it is well known that central extensions of loop algebras are described by a so
called "central charge", the result being a Kac-Moody algebra and it is also known that
the algebra of derivations of such an algebra (the Virasoro algebra) can itself be described
as the central extension of the algebra of diffeomorphisms of the circle. When one incorporates supersymmetries, i.e. Grassmann generators into the game, one could expect a
similar situation. However, several new phenomena appear.
First, the number of independent "central charges" that one can add is no longer equal
to one as it was the case previously and this number also depends upon the number of
Grassmann generators. In other words, if we start with a given loop algebra and supersymmetrize it by adding JV Grassmann generators, it will still be possible to construct several
inequivalent graded Lie algebras (super-Kac-Moody algebras), each one characterized by
the choice of a different central charge. Technically, such a "central charge" is described
by the choice of a cocycle and the space of these cocycles is a linear space; the inequivalent
extensions can therefore be described by choosing a basis in the space of these cocycles.
In the first part of this article, we will describe this procedure in detail and relate these
cocycles to the cyclic cohomology (see sect. 2) of the "super-circle" (this denotes the tensor
product of the Grassmann algebra with JV generators times the (commutative) algebra of
functions on the circle). As a by-product - or a necessary tool ! - we will also describe the
Hochschild and cyclic cohomologies of these two algebras. A result of independent interest
will be the explicit expression of a basis for the cyclic one-cocycles of a Grassmann algebra
using the Berezin integral. We will study explicitly the cases N — 1,2 and 3 and we will
also give general formulae for an arbitrary JV.
Another phenomenon, which is a new feature of the supersymmetric case appears
when one studies derivations of functions on the super-circle (the analogue of the algebra of
vector fields of the circle). Indeed, an algebra of derivations for a central extension of a loop
algebra has to be compatible - of course - with the cocycle defining the extension. This,

in turns, is equivalent to select a subalgebra of all (super)derivations of super-functions of
the super-circle itself. This procedure has already been followed in [1] where a particular
central extension in the case N = 1 was investigated. Actually, this case corresponds to
the usual N = 1 superconformai algebra. We will devote the second part of the present
article to the study of the above mentioned compatibility equations and more generally
to the study of (graded) derivations on the central extensions on the super-circle. The
particular cases N = I and N = 2 will be treated explicitly (see sect. 3).
A class of algebras of particular interest in superstring theories are the so called "superconformal" (or Ademollo et al.) algebras [2]. In the same way the N = I super-conformal
(or Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS)) algebra can be defined as the particular algebra of
super-derivations corresponding to a central extension on the N = I super-circle, one may
wonder whether the other members of the family of the super-conformal algebras of ref.
[2] can be characterized in the same way. We will see in sect. 4 that this is not the case;
in particular we will show that there is no non trivial cocycle compatible with the X > 2
super-.conformal algebra from the N > 2 super-circle. Such a negative result will lead us
to construct for N > 1 new types of extended algebras, associated with super-Kac-Moody
ones and generalizing the N = I RNS algebra.
2. Central extensions of the loop algebras with N supersymmetries

The organization of this section is the following. We start by recalling the definition of
loop algebras and super-loop algebras. Then we show in sect. 2.1.2. how central extensions
of these Lie algebras (i.e. Kac-Moody and super-Kac-Moody algebras) are determined by
Lie algebra cocycles (or graded Lie algebra cocycles) of degree two which, in turn, are
fully determined by cyclic cocycles of degree one on the algebra C(S1) of functions on
the circle (or on the super-circle). We recast these results in the general framework of
"Non Commutative Geometry": this paragraph 2.1.3. may be skipped in first reading. In
sect. 2.1.4., we recall the description of cyclic cocycles of degree one on C(S1) and we
describe explicitly in sect. 2.1.5. cyclic cocycles of degree one on the Grassmann algebra
GN- Finally, we show how the results of the above sections allow us to compute easily the
cyclic cocycles of degree one on the supercircle AN = C(S1) ®
In sect. 2.2., we gather explicit results concerning cyclic cocycles for AN in the case
N = 1,2,3.

2 . 1 . General discussion
2.1.1. Loop algebras and super loop algebras

A loop algebra L(LieG) can be defined as the space of loops in a Lie algebra Lie(G)
with the commutator

fav](*) = lt(i)M*)}, ^eL(LieG),

t€Sl

(1)

This Lie algebra can be identified with the Lie algebra Lie(LG) of the loop group LG,
itself defined [3] [4] as the group of smooth maps from S1 into a finite-dimensional Lie group
G. As a particular case, we can take G = U(I), then He(G) = R and the loop algebra
L(LieG) can be identified with the space of periodic functions. This algebra is also the
commutative algebra of functions on the circle S 1 ; it will be denoted 1 by C(S1) and will
play an important role in the following discussion. Elements of L(LieG) can be written
as linear combinations of elements of the kind Xa(t)Xa where Xa(t) is a function on the
circle, i.e. an element of C(S1) and {Aa} denotes a basis in the Lie algebra Lie(G).
In this paper, we are mostly interested in the supersymmetric case. In particular, we
will replace the circle (or better the commutative algebra C(S1)) by the super-circle AN
which is the (non-commutative) algebra C(S1) ® GN where GN is the Grassmann algebra
with N generators. More generally, to any loop algebra K we can associate a super-loop
algebra KN by allowing the functions Xa(t) to belong to the super-circle AN rather than
to the commutative algebra C(S 1 ).
2.1.2. KaE-Moori/ and Super Ka£-Moody algebras

Kac-Moody algebras are central extensions of loop algebras. A.t the level of Lie algebras, a central extension of such a loop algebra can be written as LIe(LG) = Lie(LG) © R
with the Lie bracket
[(£,<*), (»7,/?)] = ([£,*?],"(£,>?)) Z,r,eLie(LG),

«,0eR

(2)

where w(£, rj) is a Lie algebra cocycle. Such an object has to be antisymmetric (this comes
from the anticommutativity of the Lie bracket) and has to satisfy the following cocycle
condition (coming from the fact that the new Lie bracket has to satisfy the Jacobi identity):
],»7) = O t,r,X <= Lie(LG)

One then proves [4] that such a cocycle is necessarily of the kind

Most of the time, the functions will be taken infinitely differentiable.
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(Z)
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AU the cocycles, and thus aU central extension of LIe(LG) are therefore completely determined by the choice of a symmetric invariant form <, > in Lie(G) (it has to be proportional
to the Killing form when G is simple).
This result can be proved in (at least) two ways. The first one [4] consists in making
a Fourier expansion of the periodic functions Ç(t) and rj(t) and in showing that the above
expression for w is the only possible one compatible with the cocycle condition. Another
proof goes along the following lines. One first notices that what really matters is the
algebra C(S1) of smooth functions on the circle S 1 . Indeed the algebra of n x n matrices
with elements in C(S1) is the tensor product Mn(C)®C(Sl) (Mn(C) denoting the algebra
of n x n matrices on C). So, a 2-form w on this algebra is fuUy determined as soon as
we know its value on elements of the kind m ® x with m G Mn(C) and x £ C(S1).
Let therefore wC) be an antisymmetric 2-form on the commutative algebra C(S1), then
w = Trace®u>c is an antisymmetric 2-form on the algebra Mn(C)®C(S1). More precisely,
u(mo ® xo, mi ® xi) = TVace(momt) ® wc(xo,xi). We will explain this construction in
more details in sect. 2.1.3. Moreover, if u>c satisfy the following condition
uc(xy,z) + wc(yz,x) + u>c(zx,y) = 0,

r

x,y, z G C(S1)

(5)

then, ijj will be a Lie algebra cocycle i.e. will satisfy the condition recalled previously. Such
a 2-form uic on C(S1) is called a cyclic cocycle [5] of degree one on the algebra C(S1) and
the above relation between cyclic cocycles and Lie algebra cocycles is a particular case of
a general result [6]. We wiU give more details in what foUows on cyclic cohomology but
for the moment, it is enough to state the fact that the generator in degree one 2 of cyclic
cohomology for the algebra C(S1) is precisely given by
dt x(t)jty(t)

(6)

It is easy to check that the two properties characterizing a cyclic cocycle are indeed verified
(the antisymmetry comes from the integration by part, taking into account the fact that
X(2ÎT) = x(0). The final result about Lie algebra cocycles on the loop algebras (and their
corresponding central extensions) then follows.
In order to generalize these ideas to the .^-graded case, we first notice that if ,4 is a
graded commutative algebra (such as the Grassmann algebra), one can define the following
product in M n (A) = Mn(C) ® A:
[mo ® cto •> mi ® cti] = [mo , mi] ® ao^i = momi ® ao<*i — (~1) a° a | mimo C
= (mo ® ao)(mi ® ai) — (—l) 5o ° ôai (mi ® ai)(mo ® ao)
where da denotes the intrinsic ^-grading of the element a & A. It is easy to check that
Mn(A.) satisfies the graded Jacobi identity and is therefore a graded Lie algebra. The rest of
Notice that a cyclic cocycle of degree p is a function of p+1 arguments.

the discussion is similar to the previous case: in order to characterize the central extension
of super-loop algebras (i.e. super-Kac-Moody algebras), we have to classify the solutions
of the equation determining the cocycles. This, in turn, boils down to determine the cyclic
cocycles of degree one on the super-circle. In the non supersymmetric case, there exists
only one solution that we mentionned previously. However, in the supersymmetric case,
there are many independent solutions (this comes from the fact that the cyclic cohomology
of Grassmann algebras is in a sense "richer" than the cyclic cohomology of the algebra
C(S1)). In the supersymmetric case, the super Lie bracket is no longer anticommutative
but satisfies the equation:
Also the super-Jacobi identity reads:

^ , [C, 17]] + (-D açac [C, [v,t]) + (-i)dvdHv,

K, C]] = o

(8)

Consequently, the cocycle u> determining the extension is no longer antisymmetric but
graded antisymmetric and has to satisfy a ^-graded version of the cocycle condition.
These two equations read:
"(«,i?) = - ( - l ) a * d V » J , 0
(9)
and

(-i)««M€, [C, •?]) + (-i)**MC,to.el) + ( - I ) ^ M * K, C]) = 0

(io)

In order to discuss these equations, one has to use the relation between the cohomology of
(super)Lie algebras and the (^-graded) cyclic cohomology of the non-commutative (but
associative) algebra AN = C(S1) ® GN, i.e. the super-circle. A cyclic cocycle of degree
one $ on the super-circle has to satisfy the following conditions:
9(Y1X) = -(-i)axaY$(x,Y)
-9(X, YZ) + 9(XY, Z) 4- (-l) a *< â * + d K >$(ZX, Y) = 0

(U)
(12)

where X, Y, Z G AN- We will discuss the solution of these equations in section 2.1.6.
2.1.3.

Cyclic cohomology of associative algebras and cohomology of Lie

algebras

We already gave the definition of cyclic cocycles of degree one in the previous paragraph and we will not need more for our purpose. However, it may be interesting to recast
our present problem in the more general framework of "Non Commutative Geometry". We
will first define Hochschild cohomology and cyclic cohomology for associative algebras and
then make the link with the cohomology of algebras of matrices.
Let A be an associative algebra (not necessarily commutative) which we will take Z?
graded. Then, complex (or real) valued n-linear forms on A are particularly interesting

objects to consider. A Hochschild cochain of degree n is defined as a multilinear form
$(ao, a i , . . . , a n ) of degree n + 1 3 . We define the following operator b from cochains of
degree n to cochains of degree n + 1:
[b$](ao,...,an,an+l)

=
!!,...,a,,)

(13)

i=o

where C n+1 = San+1 £? = o ^a»- ** *s n o t t o ° difficult to show that b2 = 0. This operator b is
called the Hochschild coboundary operator and the corresponding cohomology, Hochschild
cohomology: Hochschild cocycles $ are such that 6$ = 0, Hochschild coboundaries \P
are such that $ = 6$ for some $. The space of Hochschild cocycles of degree n modulo
Hochschild coboundaries is the Hochschild cohomology group of degree n.
The cyclicity operator A is defined as follows 4
ù,...,an-i)

(14)

The multilinear form $ is called cyclic whenever A$ = $. It can be shown [5] that if
$ is cyclic, so is 64>. Therefore it is tempting to consider the subcomplex of Hochschild
cochains built out of cyclic cochains. One defines therefore the space of cyclic cocycles
(i.e. Hochschild cocycles which are cyclic) and the space of cyclic coboundaries (they are
of the kind 6$ for some cyclic cochain $). The quotient of cyclic cocycles of degree n
modulo cyclic coboundaries defines the cyclic cohomology group of degree n. The theory
of cyclic cohomology has been introduced and developed in [5]; the ^-graded case has
been particularly studied in [12]; for a general review, see [8].
Given an algebra A, it becomes possible to consider matrices with elements in -4
(such an algebra Mn(A) is obtained by taking the tensor product of A with the algebra
of n x n matrices over the complex numbers). As we saw in sect. 2.1.2., in the case
where A is (graded)commutative, it is possible to define a (graded)Lie bracket on Mn(A).
Cohomology for Lie algebras of matrices is well known and we will not recall the definitions
here (see for instance [9]). The main idea is that it is possible to relate the cohomology
of Lie algebras to the cyclic cohomology of A itself. Notice first that, by linearity, a Lie
algebra cocycle will be defined as soon as we know its definition on elementary matrices
(which are of the kind Mj <g> a where a 6 A and where the only non zero entry of Mj is 1 in
position (i,j)). The result (due to [6]) is the following. Let $ be a cyclic cocycle on A, that
we suppose commutative; in order to get a multilinear form on Mn(C) ® A, one composes
it with the trace operator. The object that we obtain is then "cyclically antisymmetric"
Actually, there are several kinds of Hochschild complexes depending upon the choice of a module for
A. Here, the module is the dual of the algebra itself.
The notation A differs by a sign from the one introduced in [5].

but not fully antisymmetric. Therefore, in order to get a multilinear antisymmetric form
on the Lie algebra, we have to fully antisymmetrize it:
' w(mo®ao,...,m n ®a n ) = Ant(Trace(mo.. .mn) $(a<j, ...,O n ))

(15)

The result u i s a Lie algebra cocycle 5 .
In the case where we start from a graded commutative algebra rather than a commutative one, and from a super Lie algebra rather than a Lie algebra, the results are
analogous.
In the present situation, we are only interested in Lie algebra cocycles of degree two
- since they determine central extensions - for a Lie algebra of matrices whose elements
are functions on the super-circle. We have therefore to determine cyclic cocycles of degree
one on the algebra A^ = C(S1) ® GN. Notice that for cyclic cocycles of degree one, we do
not have to antisymmetrize, since, at this order, cyclic antisymmetry coincides with full
antisymmetry.
2.1.4. Hochschild and cyclic cohomology of the algebra of functions on the
circle

As already stated in sect. 2.1.1, it is rather straightforward to check the following
results.
1) The cyclic cohomology group of degree zero coincides with the Hochschild cohomology
group in the same dimension and with the space of distributions on the circle C[S1).
2) Cyclic and Hochschild cohomology groups also coincide in degree one (cf eq. (il) and
(12)) and all the cocycles are of the kind a$ where a is an arbitrary constant and UJC(X, y)
is given by the formula (6) 6 .
2.1.5. Hochschild and cyclic cohomology of Grassmann algebras

Before studying the cocycles on the super-circle, it is necessary to study those on
Grassmann algebras. To our knowledge, the cyclic cocycles have not been explicitly computed in the mathematical littérature, only [7] determines the dimension of the cohomology
More precisely, cyclic cohomology coincides with the (primitive part of the) cohomology of the Lie
algebra of matrice*.
The general result for the algebra C(Ai) of smooth functions on a smooth manifold A\ is the
following [5]: The Hochschild cohomology group of degree k is canonically isomorphic with the space of
de Rham currents (i.e. distributional forms) of dimension k on A\ and the cyclic cohomology group of
degree k is canonically isomorphic to the direct sum Kerd @ H^-2 © -H*-4 © • • • where Kerd is the
space of closed k-dimensional currents and where Hk denotes the usual de Rham homology of Ai.

groups of degree k (but he does not give their explicit expression). We will therefore discuss
quite explicitly the cases N = 1,2 and 3 before considering the general case.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 on GN
Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 are one-forms on GN that have to satisfy the conditions
60 = 0 and A0 = 0. At this order the second condition gives nothing and the first is
trivially satisfied because M(X, Y) = XY - (-\)dXaYYX
= 0 since the algebra is graded
commutative. One can therefore always identify the space of cyclic cocycles of degree zero
(and the group of cyclic cohomology of degree 0) with the dual of GN- It is therefore of
dimension 2^.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 and 1 on Gi
G i is generated by 1 and 9 with 82 = 0. According to the previous discussion, cyclic
cocycles of degree zero are generated by the two elements di and 00 with
IJ1(I) = 1, 0i(0) = 0, 0«(1) = 0, 0,(0) = 1

(16)

Cyclic cocycles of degree one on Gi have to satisfy the two following conditions (already
given previously)
V(Y1X) =
-(-l)BX8Yv(X,Y)
and
-<p(X, YZ) + <p(XY, Z) + (-l)az(dX+dY)<p(ZX,

Y) = O

3

where X, Y, Z € Gi. The last equation gives in fact 2 equations since X, Y, Z have to be
chosen in the set {1,0}. The solution of this system leads to the following result. There is
only one cyclic cocycle of degree one in Gi. We will denote it by <p. It is characterized by
the equations
)=O
(17)
It is possible to write the previous cocycle by using a Berezin integral. Let X, Y 6 Gi,
then <p(X,Y) ^fX^rYdfi.
Indeed, if we set X = X0I + XxQ and Y = Y0I + Y1O, then
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 and 1 on G^
G2 is generated by 1, 81 and 82 with (0 1 ) 2 = 0, (O2)2 = 0 and 8l82 = -O2O1. According
to the previous discussion, cyclic cocycles of degree zero are generated by the four elements
0i, 00i, 00a, 00109. These one-forms are dual to the basis {\,8^,62,8^82}. Notice that
01, 00103 are even cocycles whereas 0$t, 00» are odd.
Cyclic cocycles of degree one are still determined by the two equations given previously,
however, the second equation gives in fact 4 3 = 64 equations since X, Y, Z have to be
chosen in the set {l,8l,82,8l82}.
This time, one finds five independent cyclic cocycles
(which can be taken as generators).The generators will be denoted by vu f2i V3-> 1PAi Vs

and are explicitly given as follows (the first three are even and the last two are odd):
1 2 1
2
1
1 2
p ( )
fi()
\P
( \
C*
( M
^
i, <ps(02,9192) — —ips(9x92,92) = 1. In the above, we only gave those non trivial relations
which are not a direct consequence of linearity or of elementary rules of calculation in G2,
like for instance y> 4 (0 l ,0 l 0 2 ) = -tp4(9x,029l).
All other Vi(X, Y) are zero (for instance
It is possible to write the previous cocycles of degree one by using a Berezin integral.
Let X, Y G G2, and write X = X0 + X1S1 + X2B2 + X12B1O2 (same thing for F ) . One
gets
Vi(XiY)
Vi(X,Y)

= X1Y1 = f
= X2Y2 = -

X[62di}Yd$ld02
/X[O1O2]YdB1Mi*

f X[-9xdi

, Y) = X1Y2 + X2Y1=

+B2d2]Yd0ld62
2eid2dl]Yd6idd2

, Y) = X1K12 - X 12 Fi = / X[-di +
<Ps(Xf Y) = X2Yi2 - Xi2Y2 = fx[-d2

(18)

-

292d2di)Yd0ld92

The reader can easily check that the previous one-cocycles are independent and non trivial,
i.e. they are not cyclic coboundaries, by computing explicitly the coboundaries 6i?j with
I € {I,9\ê2,9l92},
i.e. writing [b-âi](X,Y) = #i(XY). Notice that the last two cocycles involve differential operators of degree two in the Grassmann algebra; however, by
introducing graded derivations, we will see that they can be written in term of differential
operators of degree one only. Let T) be a generic differential operator of degree one in the
Grassmann algebra; it can be written as a linear combination of Vi where î>,- = c^tf1,92)d{,
Ci being a monomial in the Grassmann variables 0*. If X and Y are two monomials in
the Grassmann algebra, let us define XV\Y = (-l^^^^XVCY
where &Dt denotes the
intrinsic ^-grading of Vi. We now extend the definition to generic V and X by linearity.
Then the previous cocycles can be written as follows:

) = f X[92di]9Yd91d92
X{9ld2\gYdeld92

Vt(X, i) = - I

Va(X,Y) = f Xl-O1Oi+92d2]gYd0ld02
VA(X1Y)

= -

I

(19)

<Ps(X,Y) = - f X[d2]3Yd9ld92
One can remark that the .^-grading of 9? is given by the Z2-grading of the differential
operator which defines it.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 and 1 on Ga
For G 3 , we can choose the basis {I,* 1 ,* 2 ,* 3 ,* 1 * 2 ,* 2 * 3 ,* 3 * 1 ,* 1 * 2 * 3 }. Again, cyclic
cocycles of degree zero are generated by the dual basis (this space has now dimension
2 3 = 8). These elements will be denoted as follows:
$1, "agi,

Cyclic cocycles of degree one have to satisfy the cyclicity condition (8 2 = 64 equations)
and the Hochschild condition (8 3 = 512 equations). One finds that this vector space has
dimension 17 and is generated by the following cocycles (the first nine - that we will
denote by <?i - are even and the last eight - that we will denote by 0,- - are odd). They are
explicitly given as follows (i.e. they are non vanishing only on the following arguments).

e2) =
f7(dl,9l9293)

= <p7(el6203,9l)

V&{92,919293) = y&(9l9293,92)
,9 l 9 2 9 3 ) = ^{9l9293,93)
\

= <p7{6x62,d39l) = -<p7{63e\0l92)
= -<ps(9l92,9293)

=

= -<p9(939\9293)

= <p<>(9293,6391) = 1

x 2

l2

,9l)

V 8 (0

2

=1

0 3 ,0 l 0 2 ) = 1

=l

(20)

The last two, ^7 and ip& have to be independent and should vanish as follows
2

,93) + t!>(939\92) = 0

As in the previous case, it is easy to rewrite the cocycles of degree one by using a Berezin
integral. Let X, Y G G3 and write the following decomposition on the Grassmann variables
10

X = X0 + XiO1 + X2B2 + X3O* + XnB1B2

+ X23B2S3 + X 3 1 W + Xu3B1B2S* (and the

same thing for Y). One obtains therefore
<pi(X,Y)

= X1Yi=

X[62S3di]3YdS1dB2d83

- J

<P2(X,Y) = X2Y2=

-

IX[B3B102]3YdBldB2dB3

VJ3(X, Y) = X3Y3=

- I

X[B1S2O3]3YdBldB2dB3

T, y ) = X 1 ^ 2 + X2Y1 = - f X[B3B1O1 -

S3B2O2]3YdS1dB2dB3

<ps(X, Y) = X2Y3 + X3Y2 = - J X[B1B2O2 -

B163d3]3YdB1d&2dB3

^ 6 ( X , Y) = X 3 Ki + JT 1 F 3 = - / X[S2S3O3 -

SH1Oi]3YdBHsHe3

, Y) = XiY123 + Xi23Yi +Xi2Y3I

- J T 3 1 F 1 2 = - jX[Oi]3YdB1

, Y) = JT2K123 + JT123Fa + X23Yn

- JT 12 F 23 = - / X[O2]3YdB1 d82dB3

<P9(X,Y) = JT 3 F 1 2 3 + JTi 2 3 F 3 -I-Jf 2 3 F 3 1 -JT 3 1 F 2 3 =

-

/X[O 3 ] 3 YdS l dS 2 dS 3

^ 1 (JT 5 F) = JT 1 F 12 - Xi 2 F 1 = - f X[B3Oi]3YdBWdB3
, F ) = X1F31 - X31F1 = - I

X[B102]3YdB1dB2dB3

, F ) = X2F12 - X12F2 = - f

X[B3O2]3YdB1dB2dS3

, F ) = X3F31 - X31F3 = - I

X[62d3]3YdB1dB2dB3

iY)

IX[O1O3]3YdBWdB3

= X 3 F 2 3 - X23F3= -

(21)

X[S2di]3YdS1dS2dS3

= X2F23 - X23F2 = - I

5F)

dB2d83

For the last two cocycles, one can write them as two independent combinations of the form
- / X[TJiB1di + T)2B2O2 +
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with T)I •+• T]2 + T)3 == O. This example shows that, as soon as JV > 2, it is not possible to
canonically associate a basis of one-cocycles to a given basis in
• Cyclic cocycles on Gw, general results.
Although the cyclic cohomology of Grassmann algebras has not been determined explicitly, the dimensionality of the groups of cyclic cohomology H^(GN) has been calculated
[7] (thanks to a Kunneth-like formula that we will discuss later). The results are the following. For p = 0, the dimension is 2 " - this, we already know since the space of zero cocycles
coincides with the vector space of one forms on Gs - For any p, the "Z2-graded dimension"
dis the coefficient of *" in the expansion of P(t) = [2N-l(l + e)-(l-t)N]/[(l
+ t)(l-t)N]
where e is a Zz generator. Actually, one can write d as d = de + doe where de (resp. do)
is the number of even (resp. odd) cyclic cocycles of degree p. The total number of cyclic
cocycles of degree p is therefore dt = de + d0. For JV = 2 and p = 1 the reader can check
that d = 3+2e (i.e. three even generators and two odd for the one-cocycles), in accordance
with the previous explicit results. An analogous situation holds for N = 3 where one gets
d s= 9 + 8e one-cocycles. The number of independent one-cocycles grows rapidly with JV;
it is easy to show that one gets (JV — \)2N~X + 1 even one-cocycles and (JV — 1)2JV~1 odd
one-cocycles. Altogether, dt = (N - 1)2* + 1, (d = 25 + 24c « 49 for JV = 4).
We have seen that for JV = 1, 2 and 3, the cyclic cocycles of degree one may be
expressed as Berezin integrals uv(X, Y) = J XVY dN 9, where V is a differential operator
of degree one in the Grassmann algebra. This result can be extended for general JV as
follows. We first take a bilinear form uv from GN X GN in R, Wp(JT, Y) = f XV*YdN9.

We may assume that V = P + + V~ where V± = YOLI P?d*

with P B

ti ) (resP- Pf(O)) is

an even (resp. odd) polynomial in the Grassmann variables 6. In this case, one can write
wo as

u;v(X, Y)= I XV+YdN$ + f(-l)axXV-YdNe
Integrating by parts (taking care of graded commutation XY = (—l) axaY YX)
the following expression:
Uj-D(X, Y) = (-l)l+axaYuT,(X,Y)-

(22)
leads to

[X(div"V)YdNe

(23)

where the graded divergence is defined by 7
N

N

diP

-

f

The cocycle condition is then trivially satisfied thanks to the divergence equation:
N

ujv(XY, Z) + UJv(YZ, X) + UJv(ZX, Y) = Y

f

di(P*XYZ)dN0 = 0

(25)

J=I
7

For any super-function P given by P
super-function by P * = P + — P ~

+

+ P~ where OP+ = 0 and dP~ = 1, one defines the star
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Therefore, UJV(X, Y) is a cyclic cocycle provided the differential operator V is graded
divergenceless: div9V = 0.
One has to verify that (JD is not a trivial one-cocycle, i.e. a coboundary 6Î2 where Q
is a zero-cocycle. But the space of cyclic cocycle of degre zero (of dimension 2^) is
identified with the dual of GN- Therefore, it can be written as Cl(X) = / P($)XdN6
where P(B) is a polynomial in the B variables. More precisely, if dj denotes the dual
basis of B1, and if X 6 GN, one gets O1(X) = f[d/d9I(BlB2...8N)X)dNB.
One deduces
that the coboundaries are of the form [bn](X,Y) = H(XY) = / P(B)XYdNB and are
not associated with (divergenceless) differential operators. Thus WJJ is not a trivial cyclic
cocycle of degree one. On the other hand, the differential operator V depends on N2N
constants. The cocycle condition divgV — 0, projected on each product of 6 variables leads
to 2^ — 1 independent equations of constraints. One obtains in this way N2N — (2N — 1) ==
(N — 1)2^ + 1 independent cocycles as Berezin integrals. As we know, this is just the
number of independent cocycles for GN , and so we conclude that every non trivial cyclic
cocycle of degree one on GN has the form

, Y) = JT1 f (xPfdiY + (-l)3XXPrdiY\dN9 = /XV'YdN9

(26)

with div3V = 0.
Remark that if V and V are differential operators defining cyclic cocycles, [V, V] is
such that divt>[V,V} = V(div'V) - (-l) at>ao '©'(div^X>) = 0, so [V,T>'} also defines a
cyclic cocycle. The set of derivations V such that div3V = 0 is a Lie subalgebra of the
algebra of differential operators of degree one in the Grassmann variables.
In general, the cocycle wo has non zero values on any couples (X, Y) whatever the
Z2-grading of X and Y. It might be interesting to know under which condition the cocycle
u)-p vanishes. The cases where u-o = 0 for dX ^ BY is of particular interest. Actually, since
the integration over the 0's selects only the B1 ...BN component in XV3Y, one obtains
the following result (which is easy to check by choosing specific values for X and Y): the
cocycle u ^ vanishes on couples (X, Y) such that dX ^ dY (respectively dX = OY) if
and only if the differential operator V has the same grading dV than the parity of JV
(respectively of JV + 1).
.2.1.6. The cyclic cohomology of the super-circle
We now want to determine the cyclic cocycles of degree one on the super-circle, i.e.
on the algebra AN = C(Sl)<8> GN- Rather than trying to solve directly the equations of
cyclicity and of vanishing of b& in this case, it is easier to use the knowledge that we have
already on the pieces GN and C(S1) along with a theorem which allows us to compute the
cyclic cohomology of the algebra A ® B as soon as we know those of A and of B. Such
13

a theorem is proven in [7] [10] and we will describe it below. As far as one-cocycles are
concerned, the result is rather intuitive. One finds 8 :
Space of cyclic cocycles of degree one on the supercircle =
Space of distributions on S 1 (i.e. zero cocycles) ® Cyclic cocycles of degree one on
©
Cyclic cocycles of degree one on S1 ® Linear forms on GN (i-e. zero cocycles)
The reader should not however believe that this formula can be easily generalized to other
spaces A4 ^ S1 and to cyclic cocycles of degree p > 1. There is a simple "Kûnneth formula"
for the Hochschild cohomology. However, the "Kûnneth formula" for cyclic cohomology is
not simple, but it simplifies here because A4 = S1 and p = 1. We will indicate below how
to study such more general situations. The reader only interested in the one-cocycles on
AN should just read the following results and skip the discussion that ends the paragraph.
One gets
-(N1)2W + 1 cocycles of the kind oti(t) ® tpi, where a,- denote arbitrary distributions
on the circle and <pi are the cyclic cocycles of degree one on GN determined previously.
- 2 " cocycles of the kind afcwe ® ??& where a* are arbitrary constants, wc(X, Y) is given
by the formula (6) and t?* are elements of the dual basis of
It is of course possible to write these cocycles by using integration on the super-circle. For
instance, in the case of G2, the cocycle $ = a2(t) ® <p2 reads

$(X,Y) = Ia2(t)X2(t)Y2(t)dt = Ia2(t)X[9ld2]3Ydtd9ld92
J
J
the cocycle $ = aiu/e ® i?i reads

Q(X, F) = Oi [xodtYadt^cn

J

f X[9l92dt]8Ydtd9ld92

J

and the cocycle $ = a<#jjc ® "&el reads

$(X, Y) = (I2 I\xodtYi + XxdtYQ)dt = -a2 IX[92dt]3Ydtd9ld92
J
J
withX(t,9\92)
8

= X0(t) + Xi(t)9l + X2(t)92 + Xx2{t)9l92 and similarly for Y 9 .

What else could it be !
We extend the definition of T)3 from GN to AN by putting the intrinsic Z2-grading of dt to zero.
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According to [7], the Hochschild cohomology of a product is given by the following
relation: H*(A ® B) = H*{A) ® H*(B) 10 . The formula giving the cyclic cohomology
groups H^(A ® B) is slightly more involved. The first result that we need (and which
is rather easy to prove, cf [5][8]) is that the cyclic cohomology of the algebra of complex
numbers HJ(C) is 0 if p is odd and equal to C if p is even. One can indeed prove that it
is generated in degree two by the following form <r(l, 1,1) = 2iir. Moreover, it is possible
to show [5] that for any algebra A, Hl(A) is a module over H*(C); indeed there is an
operation (called "the operation 5 of Connes") sending H^(A) to HP+2(A) and this action
is fully characterized by the action of the generator a. In order to prove the relevant
formula, one has to assume that the algebra B is such that Hl(B) can be written as
= Hl(C) ®U*®V*

(27)

where XJ* = ®p><j Up is a finite dimensional vector space and where V* is a trivial module
for the action of"the operation S, i.e. S = 0 on V*. The only thing that we need here is
that this property is indeed satisfied for the algebra B = GN- Indeed, one can show that
HI(GN)
= Hl(C) + W*. The (graded) Poincare polynomial of the vector space W* is
actually the quantity P(t) that we introduced at the end of sect. 2.1.5. For instance, in
the case of Gi, we had W 0 = C and W 1 = C so that H% = C © C and H\ = C. In the
case of G2, we had W0 = C © C © C and Wr = (C © C © C) © (C © C). More generally,
GN has the required property, with U0 = C,U* = 0 for i > 0 and V* = W*. For such an
algebra B one proves that
H^(A ® B)=

0

[H^(A) ® U" ® HP(A) ® V]

(28)

Notice that the second term involves Hochschild cohomology. In the present case, there
are two substantial simplifications. The first comes from the fact that for a Grassmann
algebra Up = 0 as soon as p > 1. Let us assume that A = C°°(M) where M is some finite
dimensional smooth manifold. For one-cocycles, the formula reads
> GN) = A 0 (X) ®Wl

+ Hi(C00(M)) ® C + Ai(M) ® W0

(29)

where Ao denotes the space of all currents of degree zero on M (distributions), Ai denotes
the space of currents of degree one on M and Hl(C°°(M)) coincides with the space of
closed currents of degree one on M n . The next simplification comes from taking M = S1;
then all the currents of degree one are closed since the circle is one-dimensional.
From our separate study of the cyclic cohomology of the circle and of Grassmann
algebras, we conclude that, in the case of the super-circle, HI(AN)
is spanned by the
following three kinds of cocycles:
d = (N — 1)2^ + 1 cocycles of the kind ati(t) ® y,-, where the a,'s denote arbitrary
functions on the circle (actually distributions) and the <pi's are cyclic cocycles of degree
10

The notation H* denotes the collection of Hp.
Here we make use of the result given in the footnote 6 of sect. 2.1.4.
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one on Gs - which have the same Zj-grading as the cocycles of Gs- This first class of
cocycles corresponds to the first term of the general "Kunneth-like" formula.
One cocycle of the kind a\uc ® d\ where a\ is an arbitrary constant, ue is the usual
cyclic cocycle on the circle and #1 is the cocycle of degree zero on Gs defined as the one
form vanishing on all the generators of Gs but the unit. Notice that this cocycle is even.
This second class of cocycles (containing only one element) corresponds to the second term
of the general formula 12 .
Finally, we obtain 2^ — 1 cocycles of the kind aku>e ® t?* where a* are arbitrary
constants, u>c is the usual cocycle on C(S1) and i?jt are cyclic cocycles of degree zero on
Gs - the special cocycle k = 1 has already been singled out. It is clear that 2N~l among
those cocycles are odd and the others ( 2 ^ - 1 — 1) are even. This last class of cocycles
corresponds to the last term of the general formula.
Altogether, we find that the cyclic cocycles of degree one on the super-circle As
span a vector space of dimension N2N + 1. They depend upon (N - 1)2^ + 1 arbitrary
distributions and 2^ constants. In the following, we will concentrate our attention to the
distributions which are associated to functions.
2.2. Explicit results
For the convenience of the reader, and because we will need them later, we gather the
results for N = 1,2 and 3.
• The case N = I
According to the results of section 2.1.6., the most general one-cocycles are linear
combinations of aiw c ®i?i, aou>c®$0 and a ® 9 , where ao,ai are constants, a is a function
of * and u)c(X, Y) is given by (6). We find it more convenient to express the results in
terms of Berezin integrals and use the characterization of cyclic cocycles by the graded
divergenceless differential operators described previously (we shall continue to adopt this
attitude in the following). An arbitrary differential operator of order one on Ai can be
written as:
V = aodt + axedt + ed9 + a9d»
(30)
Operators characterizing cyclic cocycles have to satisfy a divergence equation which implies
that (7 = 0. This is of course in accordance with the results of sect. 2.1.6.
The N = I cocycle takes the form
I(X,Y)=

+ O1BOt + ed9]3Yd9dt

fx[aodt

(31)

The particular cyclic cocycle of degree zero on Gs called l? 1 in sect. 2.1.5. is actually rather special.
Indeed, by repeated action of the operator S, it leads to a hierarchy of non trivial cyclic cocycles of degree
2n. Repeated action of S (stabilisation) on the other zero cocycles lead to cocycles that are cohomologically
trivial. This is discussed in [11] along with several elementary properties of Grassman algebras.
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which depends on 2 constants <JQ, cii and one function 6 of t.
• The case JV = 2
The most general differential operator of order one of A2 is:

+ au8x62dt +J^Wb

+ «*A + W1O9Qi) + £>.;*''d;

(32)

The divergence equation implies
ffn + <722 = 0

and

Aj = 0

(i = 1,2)

(33)

Therefore the JV = 2 one-cocycle has the following form:

,Y)= fx\aodt
J

L

+ al2SWdt +"£(*$% + adi) + ^ , ^ l Yd6ld92dt
i

y

J

(34)

where ao,ai, 0.2, «12 ^@ constants and e»,<7iy are functions of t.
• The case JV = 3
The most general differential operator of order one of A3 is:
V =

(35)
The notation cyclic(i,j,k) means that we sum over cyclic permutations of 1,2,3.
The divergenceless condition leads to the following constraints on the coefficients:
+ 0-22 + 0-33 = 0,

Xi = 0,

wy = w,-,-,

ij = 1,2,3

(36)

One obtains therefore for the JV = 3 one-cocycle:
s

]

3

where ao,ai,ai23i&i are constants and 6t-,a^,u;^ are functions of i.
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YdOld$2dO3dt

(37)

3. Algebras of Suptr-Derivations (the general framework)

3.1.' General discussion

3.1.1. Derivations and Super-derivations

Let Der(Aa) be the algebra of vector fields on the circle, it is also the algebra of
derivations of Ao = C(S1). In the case N ^ 0, we will call Der(AN) the algebra of graded
derivations of AN = C(S1) ® GAT- I* 1S clear that Der(As) is generated by derivations
of the type C = F4O4 + Vada where dt = d/dt and da = d/d0a. This notation can be
condensed as C = V'dj where / € {0,1,2,..., JV} and where we set V* = V°,dt = d0. The
quantities V1 are, of course, functions on the super-circle, V1 = V'(t, B) = V^(t)êA where
A 6 { 1 , . . . , 2^} and 9A is a monomial element of GN- Therefore Vj[(t) is a rectangular
matrix of dimension 2N(N H-1) whose elements are functions of t 6 S 1 . Notice that for
an arbitrary algebra A, the algebra of its derivations DerA is usually not a module over
A (i.e. if a 6 A and S 6 Der(A), then a x S is usually not in Der(A)). However, when
A is commutative or graded-commutative (as here), it is so. Indeed, Vs is a module of
dimension N + 1 over AN (and of dimension 2N(N + 1) over C(S1)).
We will now build central extensions of super-loop algebras and examine what are the
derivations compatible with a given extension.
3.1.2. The compatibility equation

If w is a Lie algebra cocycle on the super-loop algebra KN, one can build a central
extension (cf. eq. (2)) KN,u> = KN ®Rxe where e is a new (central) generator and with
a new Lie product, [X, Y]new = [X, Y]0Id + w(X, Y) x e. It is clear that not any (graded)
derivation of KN will be a graded derivation of KN,W Such a graded derivation C should
satisfy the property
C([X, Y]) = [CX, Y] + (-l)axac[X, CY]
(38)
where dC is zero if it is a true derivation and one if it is an antiderivation. Prom the above
definition of [ , ]new> it is clear that C will be a derivation if
u(CX, Y)+ (-l)axdcu(X,CY)

= O for any X, Y e KN

(39)

As described in section 1., KN is obtained from AN by tensorialization by matrices; in the
same way, the Lie algebra cocycle u> can be gotten from a cyclic cocycle $ on the supercircle AN- In order to remove unnecessary complications, we can work with AN rather than
KN- determining the Lie algebra of super-derivations of KN,U compatible with a given Lie
algebra cocycle u> amounts to determining the super-derivations C of AN compatible with
18

a cyclic cocycîe $ of AN, i.e. it amounts to selecting a subalgebra £>er*(A^v) of Der(As)
characterized by the C such that
$(CX,Y) + (-l)dxac${X,CY)

= Q for any X,Y 6 A*

(40)

If we write $(-X", Y) as / XV3Y where V is a differential operator of first order (we
saw that it is always possible), the previous equation simply reads (using $(X, CY) =
(-y+ox(i>c+9Y)<t,(£Y,X) and integrating by part)
[C, V] + (div*C)V = 0

(41)

the definition of div9 given in eq. (24) being now extended to the N+l variables t, 6l,..., 9N
of Aff.

Notice that if $ is associated to a distribution, this equation has to be understood in the
sense of the distribution, i.e. applied to any test functions X and Y:

f X([C,V]

+ (divStyVyYdtdN6=0

for any

X1YSAN

A derivation C which satisfies such an equation will be called a derivation compatible with
the cyclic cocycle $ (given by the differential operator V) or D-compatible.
This formula suggests a few comments. First, using the relation
div'[C, C] = C(div'C) -

(-l)dcdc'C{div»C)

the compatibility equation for some C and some C implies the compatibility equation for
[C, C]:
(div'lC, C])V+ [[C, C],V] = 0
In other words, the subset of Incompatible super-derivations C is a graded Lie subalgebra
of the graded Lie algebra of super-derivations. Secondly, since divsV — 0, the differential
operator V defining the cocycle w-p is itself a ^-compatible super-derivation if V is even
(whilst if V is odd [V, V] represents an anticommutator which does not vanish necessarily).
Finally, we notice that the compatibility equation represents actually two sets of equation
since we demand the super-derivation V to be of definite ^-grading.
Thus, for a given cocycle $ - a given differential operator V -, the previous compatibility equation selects a sub-algebra Der^(As) of the algebra of all derivations. This
sub-algebra is the algebra of derivations of the extension AN,$- Notice that these algebras
DeT^[Ax) are also graded Lie algebra and could themselves possess non trivial extensions:
we do not study here these possible extensions of these algebras of derivations.
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3.1.3. A problem of stratification

An arbitrary cocycle of AN is a priori a linear combination of (N — 1)2N 4- 1 + 2N
generators, with coefficients which are either constants or functions on the circle (cf. the
previous section). Therefore, the solution of the compatibility equations (for given N)
will a priori depends upon the constants (or the functions) entering the expression of the
cocycle. It is already clear that the structure of the algebra Z5er$(A/v) will depend on the
vanishing or not of these coefficients. One is naturally led to consider the vector space of
one-dimensional cyclic cocycles as a representation space for the super-derivation algebra.
Then the subalgebra Der<f,(Ax) appears as the stabilizer of the cocycle $. A stratum being
the set of orbits associated, up to a conjugation, to the same little group, the problem
consists of determining strata in the cocycle vector space. To each stratum, one can
associate a particular sub-algebra Der^(Afi) and the situation is completly understood
when one is able to write the partial ordered set of subalgebras corresponding to the
different strata. We will examine below the cases corresponding to N — 1,2 and 3.
3.2. Study of the cases N = I , N=2, N=3

3.2.1. The case with one Grassmann generator

The algebra K\ built from a simple Lie algebra K with generators T" where a =
1, ...,dim K will be described by T^1, T^1O (m E Z) satisfying the commutation relations:
r/Tfa fit]

• rabcrpc

b

J

(42)

The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from the JV = 1 cocycle given by (31) has the
following non trivial commutation relations:

Tbn9) = ifabeT^+nB

+ aom6m+n6">

(43)

where we used the mode expansion of e(t) = Smgz €mt~mThe most general even super-derivation is
Adt + D0d9
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(44)

and the most general odd super-derivation is
Codd = CBdt + Bd9

(45)

The compatibility equations have the form
dt(eA) - 2eD = 0
aodtB = 0
eC + aiB = 0

(

'

which lead to different super-derivation algebras according to the vanishing or not of the
one-cocycle coefficients. One obtains explicitly: 13
• Der(Ai,aQ)
The solutions of the compatibility equations are D — dtB = 0 and therefore the
super-derivation algebra is given by
C = AOt + Cêdt + kd»

(47)

where fc is a complex constant.
Taking for the super-derivations a basis of functions I n = — tn+ldt, Cn = tn+l0dt and
c = <?2, we find the following commutation relations:
[Ln,Lm] = {n-m)Ln+m
[ I C J
(IlTrI)C

{C n ,C m } = 0
{Cc}
L

[Ln,c] = Q

The solution is now S = O and one has
C = Adt + DBB9 + CBdx

(49)

Taking for the super-derivations a basis of functions Ln = — tn+1dt, Cn = tn+19dt and
Dn = tn6dff, we find the following commutation relations:
[I n , Lm] = (n - m)Ln+m
[Ln, Dm] = -m£> n + m
[Dn, Cm] = Cn+TO

[Ln, Cm] = {n[D n , Dm] = 0
[Cn, Cm) = 0

m)Cn+m
(50)

The notation Der(Ai, c) means that we chooce a cocyde $ of the kind (31) with all coefficients
set to zero but C. The corresponding super-Kac-Moody algebra ia given by eq. (43), the non-vanishing
central extension terms being those where C appears.
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• Der(Ai,e)
The solutions are given by D — —dt(eA) and C = O. One obtains
C = Ad1 + ^-dt(tA)9d8 + Bd8

(51)

Taking for the super-derivations a basis of functions Ln — —tn+1dt

•=—tn9d8 and

Bn = tndg, and for e a constant function, we find the following commutation relations:
[Ln,Lm]=(n-m)Ln+m

[Ln, Bm] = (^^

- m)Bn+m

{Bn,Bm}=0

(52)

•.Der(Auao,ai)
One has for the compatibility equations D = S = O. One obtains the super-derivation
algebra
C = Adt + CQdt
(53)
The commutations relations are those of the super-derivation algebra Der(Ai,ao) restricted to the generators Ln and Cn.
• Der(Auai,€)

The solutions are D = —dt(eA) and B =
2e

C. Thus the super-derivation algebra
ai

is

C = Ad1 + ^-dt(eA)9d9 + C(9dt - —d»)
de

ai

However, a redefinition of the 9 parameter leads to the following expression:
C = AOt + l-dt(€A)9d9 + C(9dt - edg)

(54)

This super-derivation algebra is actually the N = I super-Virasoro conformai algebra
(also called Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond algebra) [I]. The commutation relations between the
generators L(uo) = u^dt + -z-(dt(euo))9d9 and G(ug) — u$(9dt — edg) are the following:
[L(UO), L(VQ)] = L(uo

[L(U0), G(vg)] = G(uQdtv0 - ^v8OtU0)
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(55)

Talcing e(t) = £ 2s ~ l with « = O (Ramond sector)) or 1/2 (Neveu-Schwarz sector), the
Laurent expansions of L and G, Ln = -tn+ldt - ^tn9d9 and Gn = tn+l(0dt - t2K~xd9),
lead to the relations:
[£mi Ln] = (m — n)L m + n
(56)
{Gr,Ga} = 2
with m,n € Z and r, a € Z + K.
• Der(Auao,e)
The solutions are given by D = C = 0 and 6A = constant, B = constant. The
super-derivation algebra is generated by
(57)

= ^ a , + c2d9
where ci and C2 are complex constants.
•

Der(Ai,ao,ai,e)

The solutions are given by D and eA = constant, B = constant, C = — - B . The
super-derivation algebra is generated by
C = —dt - O1-OOt + c2d0

(58)

where ci and C2 are complex constants.
Finally the partially ordered set of the super-derivation algebras of the N = I superKac-Moody algebras is the following:
Der(Ai)

Der{A\,t)

Der(Auai)
\
Der(Ai,ao,ai)

Der(Ai,a0)

\
Der(Au ao,ai,
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3.2.2. The case with two Grassmann generators

The riaost general even super-derivation is
Ceven = Adt + BB1O2Ot + £ Wii#di

(59)

and the most general odd super-derivation is
i*9* + C& + Di9l9%

(60)

T h e compatibility equations JV = 2 r e a d ( t h e indices i,j r u n from 1 t o 2 ) :
O 0 (Wu H- W 2 2 ) = 0

eiB - Ct1W2J + O2Wu = 0
7 m ,W i m - <rimWmj - (TijWmm) = 0

+ eiWmm) =* 0

(61)

Cm) = 0
= 0

e,-A) = 0
Since the cocycle JV = 2 contains 9 independent coefficients, these equations lead
to 2 9 = 512 different algebras, many of them being isomorphic. This gives an estimate
of the large number of inequivalent strata. Although we have not performed a detailed
analysis of all these cases, however, it is not too difficult to convince oneself that none
of these algebras of super-derivations contains the N = 2 super-confonnal algebra that
will be defined in (80). Indeed, when putting the explicit expression r/i the generators of
the N = 2 super-conformal algebra in terms of super-derivations (cf. eq. (80)) into the
compatibility equations (61), one finds that the only solution is given by the zero cocycle:
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3.2.3. The case with three Grassmann generators

The most general even super-derivation is

Cevm = Adt + Y KiO1B2O3Oi + Y Htitfdi +

Y

DkOWdt

(62)

and the most general odd super-derivation is

codd = B
»

cycKc(i,i,fc) n»

where ^cj/c/»c(«,i *) denotes a sum over the cyclic permutations of (1,2,3).
The compatibility equations N = 3 read (the indices i,j runs from 1 to 3 in the
equations (64.3) to (64.7), and the indices i, j , fc are circular permutations of (1,2,3) in the
equations (64.8) to (64.12), whilst / = 1,2,3 in the three last equations:
«o
m

= 0

Y(irnm

mHmi)

=0

m

aoKi + Y bmHmi - Y "n*0" = °
m

m

+ ^B = 0
m

aodtEi - Y °miEm = 0

(64)

m

dt(<7ijA) - OodtHij + Y^njH™

~ aimHm} ~ <7ijHmm) = 0

dDj - €jDi - Ok(Hu + Hjj) + diHki + ajHki = 0
- Wji) + bjEi - hEj - Y "kmCm = 0
dt(e,Di) - eiKi - ^K1 - ajdtHkt + ahdtHji - ^(wy m iT m ,- + uimHmj)
m

e:Ci + QiE,) - e,Wjk - €jWlk + e,Wkj + ek\Vtj + uuEk - uk,Ej = 0
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=0

- a0W,i - biE,) + ^2(<rmiWim + cmiWlm) = O

4. Superconformai algebras and algebras of super-derivations. Discussion and open
problems

In string theory, the supersymmetric extension (JV = 1) of the Virasoro algebra is
known as the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (or RNS) algebra. A natural generalization to
extended supersymmetries (N > 1) has been proposed by Ademollo et al. [2] a long time
ago. The Virasoro algebra can be seen as the derivation algebra of the circle compatible
with a Kac-Moody algebra. In the same way, the RNS algebra can be seen as a derivation
algebra of the super-circle Ai compatible with a non trivial cocycle associated with a superKac-Moody algebra constructed from Ai [I]. The situation changes drastically for JV > 2:
as we have seen by direct computation, there is no non trivial cocycle compatible with
the JV = 2 super-conformal algebra. We will show below that this result holds for any JV.
However, it might seem reasonable, as for JV = 0 and JV = 1, and in the spirit of considering
Kac-Moody algebras as ancestors of the super-Virasoro algebras, to associate for JV > 1
superderivation algebras on extended super-circles with super-Kac-Moody algebras with
non trivial cocycles.
We will start this section by a rapid survey on the Ademollo algebras, recalling the
definitions and pointing out an interesting property which will be used in the study of the
compatibility equation. Then in the light of this property, we present a construction of the
JV = 2 Ademollo algebra. Finally we suggest two approaches leading to the construction of
super-derivation algebras based on super-Kac-Moody algebras and generalizing the N = I
super-Virasoro algebra.
4 . 1 . The Ademollo et al. algebras
4.1.1. Generalities

In the light of the RNS algebra, Ademollo et al. were able to combine in a consistent
way conformai transformations with extended supersymmetric ones. These transformations can be reformulated as follows. In the JV-extended superspace parametrized by the
complex coordinates (t,dl,...,6N,t,0
,...,6 ) with the metric £,-,- on the Grassmannian
coordinates, we define as usual the covariant derivatives according to:
di with [DuDj] = ZSuQt and Qi = ^

(65)

and consider the super-analytic transformations
(t, 0l, ..., 9N) - (£, 9\ ..., 0N)
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(66)

which satisfy for all i,j = 1,..., N
75ji = 15)6* - 0 with "Di = f ô\ + OV and d? = -^-

(67)

OT

(i.e. we restrict our attention to the t,Ol,...,0N
(super)covariant derivatives transform as:

sector). Under such a tranformation, the

Dt = [DiBi)Dj + (DtZ - 6'DiV)Ot

(68)

Then the Ademollo et al. transformations can be seen as a super-analytic transformation
satisfying

tfUtf (69)

i.e. the £>,'s transform homogeneously as
(70)
At fixed N, the Ademollo et al. algebra contains 2N sets of generators, and among them
can be recognized an SO(N) Kac-Moody algebra. As examples, for N = 0, we recover
the Virasoro algebra generated by the Lm (m 6 Z) and for N = 1, the RNS algebra
generated by the Lm (m € Z) and the fermionic generators Gm, (m 6 Z or m € Z + ^),
while for N = 2 an SO(2) Kac-Moody algebra shows up. We also note the existence at
the order N of the finite simple superalgebra OSp(N |2) generated in the Neveu-Schwarz
sector by I ± l ) 0 G^.1/2 (t = 1,...,A^) and the T^ = -T<j* = {G\ / 2 ,GÎ 1 / 2 }. Denoting by
C = udt + £%Di the generators associated to eq. (66), where u = u(t, 9l, ..., 9N) and
^* = £'(£, ^ 1 , ..., ^ ) are super-functions, we deduce
= Di-D1

(71)

Now equation (68) can be written as infinitesimal level as
[CDi] = AiDj

(72)

and we obtain

6 = ±A«*

and

[CDi) = (Di^)Dj=-^(DiDjU)Dj

(i = 1,...,JV)

(73)

It is worthwhile to emphasize the relevance of the above equations, which appear as a set
of necessary and sufficient conditions for determining the Ademollo algebras.
4.1.2. The Ademollo algebras as super-derivation algebras
We will determine in this section whether the iV-Ademollo algebra may be viewed
as a super-derivation algebra Der$(Afir) compatible with some cocycle $. When looking
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at the defining relations (73) of the Ademollo algebras and (43) of the super-derivation
algebras, it is tempting to connect these two approaches. Let us write these two relations:
[C, Di] = —z{DiDju)Dj

(i = 1,...,JV)

Ademollo algebras

with £ = uôt + -(DiU*)Di
[C, V] = —((Hv3C)V

superderivation algebras

One could think a priori that the TV-Ademollo algebra is compatible with JV cocycles, each
being a covariant derivative Di. However, we will see that it is not the case. Actually, any
cocycle V can be decomposed on the basis {dt,D\,..., Z?jv} as
N

V = e*0(t, 9)dt + Y^ ai{t, d)Dt

with dt(ao + E i I i ai$i) = 0 and 52iLidiai = ° (cf-

sect

- 2.1.6).

The relation (43) leads then to two sets of equations, corresponding to the coefficient
of dt and Di respectively:

X ) ( 1 W X 1 ^ ) = -(I - N/2)(dtu)ao
1

1

/

- UdtDiU*)al - ^ y ;
1

£

k=i

V

(Dku*

)(DkCu) + (DkDiu)ak ) = - ( ! -

N/2)(dtu)ai

(74)
In order to have the JV-Ademollo algebra as a !^-compatible algebra, these equations have
to be satisfied for any super-function u. One is led to the following equations:
ao=O

dtai = Dkcti = 0

ak = {2 - N)ak6ik

Vi, k

(75)

Thus, for the cocycle V to be non-zero, one must have (2 — JV)^,-* = 1 for all i, k = 1, ...,JV.
This clearly imposes JV = 1.
Therefore, the N-Ademollo algebras are super-derivation algebras compatible with
some cocycle V if and only if N = 1. In this case, the cocycle V is given by the covariant
derivative D, which is just the case found in sect. 3.2.1. and in ref. [I].
4.1.3. Th* N=2 cas«

Let us illustrate the above property (73) in the JV = 2 case. We set
C = udt+ C1D1 +C2D2
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(76)

and impose the conditions (72) for i = 1,2. Then we deduce the following relations

t

D

*

(77)

4 \ D D

Using the decomposition u = UQ + 2uiO* + 2ui20l02, we find the generators of the N = 2
Ademollo algebra:
L(u0) - d +
- O1) + (diUl)Bl62d2

(7g)

12

- d2) -

The commutation relations between these generators can be written as
IZ(t«o), L(V0)] = L(uodtvo

-

[L(U0),G^

= 6»L(-2uiVj)

+
(79)

the Laurent expansion of which lead to
[Lm, Ln] = (m- n)Lm+n
[Lm,Gr\ = (m/2 -

. _

{j

•

r)Gm+r

el* being the antisymmetric tensor of order 2. Here, one has m,n £ Z and r, 3 6 Z
(Ramond sector) o r r , s € 2 + | (Neveu-Schwarz sector).
The N = 2 two-dimensional superspace is a reducible representation of supersymmetry, which can be split into two parts, using the notion of U(l)-chirality. Defining D and
~D a s D = O~dt + 2d6 a n d 2? - Odt + 2d$, w i t h O = O1 + id2 a n d O = O1- iO2 (note t h a t
has nothingg to do_with
the O 's defined in sect. 4.1.), a chiral (or antichiral) superfield
_
l 2

$(t,0l,02)

satisfies £>* = O (or Z>$ = O).

Owing to equation (72) we will see that the N = 2 Ademollo algebra is naturally
related to this chirality. The A matrix defined in equation (77) can be decomposed for
any JV as A = —|(3IU)1JV + A, with IN being the NxN
identity matrix and .4 an
antisymmetric matrix. For N = 2, we have

-!(*., (J J ) - ! * * . ^ J)
which, after diagonalisation, leads to

[C, D] = -l(dtu - iDtD2u)D = -1(DDu)D
[C, D] = -±(dtu + ID1D2U)D =
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-^(DDu)D

One easily deduces that (anti)chirality is preserved under the action of an £ generator:
DQ = 0 =*• CDQ = 0

and

"DQ = 0 = > CDQ = 0

(83)

Note that this last property can be viewed as a definition of the JV = 2 Ademollo algebra.
We already mentioned in sect. 3.2. that there is no cocycle of a super-Kac-Moody
algebra associated with a derivation algebra containing the JV = 2 Ademollo algebra. Even
more, one can check that there is no chiral (antichiral) super-Kac-Moody algebra with a
non trivial cocycle whose derivation algebra contains the above algebra.
4.2. New kinds of super-conformal algebras ?

As already mentionned in this paper, the Virasoro and the RNS algebras which are of
particular physical interest are naturally related to (super)Kac-Moody algebras. At this
point, it is tempting to try new kinds of JV > 1 super-conformal algebras which would
be related to super-Kac-Moody ones. Hereafter, we will adopt two possible attitudes.
First we will look for JV super-derivation algebras containing as a subalgebra the ( J V - I )
Ademollo algebra. Then in a completely different framework, we will propose a recurrent
class of cocycles VN, with V\ being associated with the RNS algebra and VN+\ easily
deduced from VN, and such that the corresponding derivation algebras are included into
one another: DervN(AN) C Der-pN+t(AN+i).
4.2.1. Embedding of the N-Ademollo algebra in

Der(AN+l)

Considering a super-loop algebra on AN+i, we determine the possible cocycles WJJ
such that the ©-compatible super-derivation algebra contains the JV-Ademollo algebra.
The calculation is quite similar (although a little more tedious) to the previous one done
in sect 4.1.2. Up to a rotation in the space of the 9 variables, one can assume that the
JV-Ademollo algebra is described in terms of the JV first variables 9l,..., 9N. One can write
therefore C as C = wdt + EiLt 1 *iA' with
and
where u,v G AN, r)a 6 C(AN) with a = 1,...JV, and VN+i G
Computing [C, V] = -(divsC)V, one obtains

C(AN+1).

JV+l

t% ] = - ( dtw

^T (

)

(

Jt=i

(84)
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Demanding these equations to be satisfied for any super-function w (in order to have the NAdemollo algebra), we obtain the following relations (with a = I, ...,N and j = 1,...,JV+1):
=0
=0

£>aa0 = 0
Daaj=0

(N — 2)oriv+i = 0

N
0N+iaN+i = -—ao
„....=„_,

(85)

Of0 = 0

(the equation aa = 0 does not exist for ./V = I).
These equations lead to the following results. The N-Ademollo algebra, is embedded
in a super-derivation algebra i?er(Ajv+i) compatible with some non trivial cocyde "D if
and only if N - 1 or N = 2.
In the case of N = 1, the cocycle is given by V = {co+C202)(9ldt +di) = (co+c202).Di
where c<> and c% are complex constants. The (non)vanishing of the coefficients CQ and c^
leads to three different super-derivation algebras.
In the case of JV = 2, there is only one solution given by the cocycle V = cada where
C3 is a complex constant.
These algebras are shown in the appendix.
4.2.2. A very particular chain of cocycles and their corresponding algebras

In this paragraph, we look for a chain of super-derivation algebras, each of them
being compatible with a non trivial cocycle, the iVth order algebra being included into the
(N + l)th order one, and such that for N = 1, one recovers the RNS algebra.
When one looks at the super-derivation algebras Der$(A?) containing the RNS algebra, two one-cocycles art; pointed out: V^ = D\ and V2 = B2D\. The generalization
of these cocycles is very easy: T>N — D\ and VN = 9N. ..Q2D\. We will study the two
chains of super-derivation algebras, compatible with these two chains of cocycles.
• Super-derivation algebra DerD1(AN)
N

The super-derivation C = wdt 4- / J ^tDi satisfies the compatiblity equation [C, Di] =

-(diva£)Di. One has
N

N

[C,D1] = (2*1 - P 1 IOd, ~ J^(P 1 Vi)A
«=i

and div'C = dtw + ^2
»=1
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Therefore one obtains
N

*=0

and

Z?i*J = £»(&» - £ A * < )

(Ib = 1,...,JV)

(86)

Thus the super-derivation £ has to satisfy
2*i - Diw* = 0

n=2

Notice that the second equation implies that dt^ln = 0 (for n ^ 1) i.e. the functions
*„ are constant in t for n ^ 1. We will call these generators "discrete generators". They
tfn+1

commute with the Virasoro generators JSn = —
Altogether this algebra contains N2N~l
"discrete" ones.
• Super-derivation algebra

—t n 0 l di obtained for w = — tn+1.

+ 1 generators among which (JV — 2)2^" l + 1

^

A similar computation for the compatibility equation leads to the equations
( 2 * i - Diw*)0N.. ,0 2 = O
Z>i(*!^...^2) = 0
s

(n>l)
(88)

n=2

The last two equations are equivalent to the relations *£ = *£ = 0 (with n > 1) where
* n is decomposed as *„(*,*) = *«(*) + ^ L i **(*)<?* + ••••
This algebra contains 2 ^ + 2JV(2N"1 — 1) generators. If we don't worry about the
discrete generators of Derjj^AN), we see that the defining relation 2 * i — D\w = 0 for
Dero^Aff) is stronger than the one of Der-pt^Aif). So we conclude that, up to the
discrete generators, one has the inclusion
DerDl(AN)

C

DerVfl(AN)

From the relations (73) and (74), one also has the embeddings (including the discrete
generators)
DerDi(AN) C DerDi(AN+i)
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Notice that the algebras DtTox(Ai) and Der^A^) have been given in sect. 4.2.1. (for
the commutation relations of these algebras, see the appendix).
5. Conclusion

In this paper, a classification of the possible central extensions for super-loop algebras
defined on the super-circle AN, where N is the number of generators of the corresponding
Grassmann algebra, has been achieved. A general method for determining the superderivation algebra compatible with each super-Kac-Moody algebra has also been obtained,
and explicited in the cases N = 1,2,3.
Suprisingly enough, the usual super-conformal algebras for JV > 1 cannot be associated
to super-Kac-Moody companions, contrarily to the case N = 0 (Virasoro algebra) and
JV = 1 (RNS algebra). Such a result led us to investigate new types of extended conformai
algebras for JV > 1.
Finally, let us note that a semi-direct sum of a super affine algebra by its corresponding
super-derivation algebra might be exploited in the construction of two dimensional rational
conformai field theories. In particular new kinds of Wess-Zumino-Witten models [13] might
be considered, generalizing the N = I case treated in ref. [14].
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Appendix
In this appendix, we will explicit the commutation relations of some remarkable superderivation algebras used in sect. 4.2.
We recall that if if is a loop-algebra with generators T£ (m € Z), constructed from a
simple Lie algebra K with generators Ta (a = 1, ...,dim /C), one can associate a super-loop
algebra KN with the generators T£, T£0'", T£0'#, ..., T£6l...dN. In the case N = 2,
the non trivial commutation relations of the super-loop algebra take the explicit following
form:

= if

TZ1+J

For a super-derivation algebra, we will take for each independent generator <j>(t)di where
di is a linear combination of d% and d$it a basis of function <f>m = tm+d*~ldj where the
conformai weight d$ of the generator <f>{t)di is defined through the action of the Virasoro
generator Lm on it, i.e. [Ln, <j>m] = (n(<fy - 1) - m
• Super-derivation algebra Der^A^)

with V = a262(dldt + di)

The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non
trivial commutation relations:
- a2m6m+n6ab

{T^$

l 2

(A.2)

The super-derivations compatible with V are (after a redefinition of some generators)

Ceven = Adt + 1(8A)(B1Oi + 02O2) +
Codd = G 1 ^ 1 * - S1) + (dGl)BlB2d2 + G2B2dt - (dG2)BlB2di + D1B1B2Oi + D2B1B2O2
(A3)
and a basis of generators is given by
Ln = -P+1dt - ——P(B1Oi + O2O2)
Tn = PB2Oi and Wn = PB2O2
Gn = P+1^(B1Ot - di) + (n + -)P~

and
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The conformai weights are given by J^ = i for D)n and Dfn, d$ = 1 for T m , Wm, B m ,
<2# = § for G^1 and Gfn, and of course d<f, = 2 for L m .
The non trivial commutation relations between the generators are
trxr

rp } __ IT*

fW7

D^ 1 — D^

(A.5)
{G n ,G^}=(m-n)T n + m
.^mI = -Tn+m +

Note that the generators .Ln, Gn and Tn form a subalgebra of DeTv(A?) which is a contraction of the N = 2 Ademollo algebra. If we start from the algebra (80) and define the
generators Ln = Ln, Gn = G n , Gn = eGn, Tn = eTn, and compute the commutation
relations between these generators at the limit 6 -> 0, one finds
[X n ,f m ] = - m f n + m

and [£„,(%,] = (n/2 - m)Gn+m

and rr n ,Gll = 0
and

(G£,GI} = 0

which has to be compared with the equations (A.5).
• Super-derivation algebra DeTv(Ai) with V =
The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non
trivial commutation relations:

!

+ aom<5m+n*a6
(A.7)

The super-derivations compatible with V are
Ceven = AÔt + - (
2

j

1

£<,dd = G (9% -di) + G2B2Bx - UdG2)Bl&dx + kd2
J*
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(.4.8)

A basis of generators is given by

Gln=tn+1'2(eldt-di)

and Gn = tn+162dt - ^ - J l f

The conformai weights are d$ = f for G*, and Tn,, cfy = 2 for
The non trivial commutation relations are given by
r

n+m

(G n , G2m) = ( j - n)Tn+m

?„, Gln) = 2 I n + m

(AAO)

Notice that the generators Tn and G^ do not obey to a "conformai spin-statistic theorem", i.e. Tn (resp. G^) is even (bosonic) with a half-integer conformai spin (resp. odd
(fermionic) with an integer conformai spin). In this respect, they behave like conformai
ghost fields, and the c generator plays the role of the BRST charge.
• Super-derivation algebra DeTv(A2) with V = aiB\Bydt + d\) + ao(9ldt +
The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non
trivial commutation relations:
Tn6] = i/abeT^+n

- a2m6m+n8°b

[T^W,

ThJl] = ao6m+nô<">
=

[T-, Thne2) = ifabeT^+ne2

a26m+nSab

+ a0mSm+nSab
(AM)

The super-derivations are
= Adt + \(dA)Bldi - TB2(exdt - O1)
2

I

= G\eldt - d{) + G2e2dt - ±(dG2)ele2dx

(A.12)

This algebra is a subalgebra of the previous one, where the discrete generator c is set to
zero.
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• Super-derivation algebra Der-p(A3) with 2? = 03^3
The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non
trivial commutation relations:

, Tn] = ifabcT^+n

[T^9l92, Tn6*3] = z/ o6e 7£ +n 0 W
\TW] = i f 4 c 7 £ + n * W
abc l 2 3l 2 3
Thn02} = bcifT^0
T^0+n00 0 0

The super-derivations are
^dA)(O1Oi + e2d2)
+ H292dz -I- CZ(^1Oi - 92d2) + T(9ld2 - 92O1)
92di) + K9l02dt +

^dK9l9293d3

= Gl{9ldt - di) + (dGl)9l92d2 + G2(92dt - O2) - (dG2)9l92di
+ Wl(62Pda + 20Wd1) + W2(0l93d3 - 29Wd2) + D9l92d3
+ Eldi+ E2O2 + E3O3
A basis of generators is given by
Ln = -tn+ldt - ^^(9101

+ 92d2)

Bn = tn(93d3 - 9ldi - 92O2)
Hn = F-VWd3
and Hl = tn-l'292d3
Un = tn(9ldi - 92O2)
Tn = tn(9ld2 - 92di)

Sn = tn(9ld2 +

Kn = tn9l92dt + ^tn~

G2n = tn+1'2(02dt

- O2) - (n + ^)tn

Dn = tn~l9l92d3
En = < n+l ^ 2 ai
Eg = tn+l/2d2

E3 = <n3b

The conformai weights are d^ = 0 for Z?m, ^ = ^ for Wjn, W^, H]n and H2,, d+ = 1 for
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The non truial commutation relations between the generators are
1^n)1JnJj ^ 2/ii^.m
FT1

W1I

rg

1/2

Km] := _

Ir n , Hm\ = - f l n + m

| j - n , if ^1] = J3

[Sn, Jïi,] * HUm
[Un^] = HUn

[Sn, Hi] = Hn
[Un,Hm] = -Hln+m

[Bn, am] -

-2Jjn

= -2Hn+m

[T-GiJ(Tn,^] = '

[Tn, Ei] = Enn+m

[Sn, G1J = <
[Sn,Wm] =

[Sn, Emm]] = — EEnn+m

[Un, G1J =

'n+m

[Un, E1J = -1

[Un, E2J =
n+m

[Bn,Wm] = ~
[Bn, E3J
l

— P3
— —&n

[Bn,Dm]

= -

[Kn,G J = -[Kn, Ej = G n + m + En+m +

'J = eij(n + m)Dn+m + 6ijj
r
l] = - 3 D n + m

=

OUn+m

- Km ~ ^ )

J

n+m
'n+m

[Gn, Gm) = ( G n , Gm) — 2Ln+m
[Gn, Em) = —Ln+m
•fG1 E2 "1 =
t n> m)

n + Tn

—Un+m
^"

1

rp

2

-in+m

n-m

C

n

^n+m

'n+tn

2

[Gn, Dm) = —Hn+m

{Gi,I>m} =
38

n» Win) = 3n+m — Sn+m + 2Kn+m (Gn, Wm) = Un+m — Bn+m

wl) = (A16)

— Hn+m

(EniDmS — ~^
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